We introduce Gaussian quadrature rules for spline spaces that are frequently used in Galerkin discretizations to build mass and stiffness matrices. By definition, these spaces are of even degrees. The optimal quadrature rules we recently derived [5] act on spaces of the smallest odd degrees and, therefore, are still slightly sub-optimal. In this work, we derive optimal rules directly for even-degree spaces and therefore further improve our recent result. We use optimal quadrature rules for spaces over two elements as elementary building blocks and use recursively the homotopy continuation concept described in [6] to derive optimal rules for arbitrary admissible number of elements. We demonstrate the proposed methodology on relevant examples, where we derive optimal rules for various even-degree spline spaces. We also discuss convergence of our rules to their asymptotic counterparts, these are the analogues of the midpoint rule of Hughes et al. [16] , that are exact and optimal for infinite domains.
Introduction and motivation
Numerical integration is a fundamental ingredient of isogeometric analysis (IGA) and finite elements (FE), and its computational efficiency is essential. When simulating physical processes, e.g., [9, 10, 15, 17, 29] , with Galerkin isogeometric discretizations, specific spline spaces appear when building mass and stiffness matrices. By construction, these spline spaces are of even degrees and the quadrature rules used to numerically integrate functions from these spaces are sub-optimal [2, 5, 16, 26] . In this work, we present two families of optimal rules for spaces arising from Galerkin discretizations when the original spline degrees are quadratic and cubic. The derived rules are optimal in terms of number of quadrature points and therefore they minimize the computational cost of the assembly of mass stiffness matrices, while guaranteeing exactness of all integrands up to machine precision. We name these rules Gauss-Galerkin.
A quadrature rule, or simply a quadrature, is an m-point rule, if m evaluations of a function f are needed to approximate its weighted integral over a closed interval [ 
where w is a fixed non-negative weight function defined over [a, b] . The rule is required to be exact, i.e., R m (f ) ≡ 0 for each element of a spline space S. A rule is optimal if m is the minimum number of weights ω i and nodes τ i (points at which f is evaluated). For polynomials, the optimal rule is known to be the classical Gaussian quadrature [14] with the order of exactness 2m − 1, that is, only m evaluations are needed to exactly integrate any polynomial of degree at most 2m − 1. Consider a sequence of polynomials (q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q m , . . .) that form an orthogonal basis with respect to the scalar product 
The quadrature points are the roots of the m-th orthogonal polynomial q m which in the case when w(x) ≡ 1 is the degree-m Legendre polynomial [28] . Quadrature rules for polynomial spaces of even degree, however, contain a certain sub-optimality. For these spaces, even degree implies odd dimension of the space, and therefore 2m − 1 basis functions are being exactly integrated by m nodes. That is, the rule with m nodes and m weights does not possess "double precision", see [20] , because it integrates (using 2m numbers) only a space of dimension 2m − 1.
Looking at this scenario from the point of view of algebraic systems, there are 2m − 1 algebraic equations (constraints that the quadrature rule exactly integrates the basis functions), but 2m unknowns (nodes and weights). Such an algebraic system is undetermined by one variable and solving it requires a special treatment [7] . Moreover, the Gaussian quadrature is not unique anymore, in fact, the optimal Gaussian rules form a one-parameter family. This non-uniqueness, considering a quadrature rule as a zero of a particular algebraic system, makes the rule difficult to be traced numerically. To make the system well-constrained, one can prescribe one node (weight), e.g., by considering Gauss-Radau rule where one boundary point is assumed to be a node in the quadrature rule [14] .
The situation for even-degree spaces is different in the case of splines when compared to polynomials. The optimal quadrature rules for spline were studied in the late 50's [20, 21, 27] . Micchelli and Pinkus [20] considered boundary constraints and proved that, for spaces with uniform continuities (knot multiplicities), there always exists an optimal quadrature formula with the following number of necessary evaluations:
where d is the polynomial degree, i is the total number of interior knots (when counting multiplicities), and m is the number of optimal nodes. Moreover, for the case with no boundary constraints, the quadrature formula is unique, whenever the count in (3) admits it. Therefore, one can seek optimal rules for even-degree spaces that are unique, contrarily to the polynomial case. Quadrature rules for splines are important tools for the isogeometric analysis community [2, 16, 26] because they are cheap and elegant alternatives to symbolic integration [14] . Recently, alternative methods of building mass and stiffness matrices have been proposed [18, 19, 25] . They exploit the observation that, under certain conditions, the optimal convergence rate of the liner system can be achieved despite the fact that the integration rule is not exact. In this work, however, we focus on quadrature rules that are exact, that is, the rules reproduce the integrals under affine mappings exactly up to machine precision.
For spline spaces of various degrees and continuities, the optimal (Gaussian) rules were not known until recently [5] . We showed the connection underlying two different optimal rules via continuous transformations between the corresponding spline spaces. Nonetheless, optimal rules for spaces of odd degrees only have been derived because for those spaces the polynomial analogy, the classical Gaussian quadrature, offers a unique and optimal counterpart. Here, we focus on even-degree spline spaces, even though there is no unique optimal polynomial analogy for them, and show that the right homotopic setup leads to optimal rules for these spaces. We seek optimal quadrature rules for finite domains. When these requirements are violated, we refer the reader to [2] where sub-optimal rules are derived by considering redundantly many nodes, or to [16] for the case where the integration domain is the whole real line.
Regarding concrete optimal quadrature rules for spline spaces over finite domains, to the best of our knowledge, there are few reports in the literature, particularly for even-degree spline spaces. Except for the quadratic case [26] , we are not aware of any rules for even-degree spline spaces. For odd degrees, we refer the reader to [1, 4, 23] . These rules act in turn on uniform cubic, nonuniform cubic, and uniform quintic spline spaces, respectively. These rules are explicit, that is, there is a formula that computes the node locations and their weights in the first boundary element and a recursion relation derives the other nodes, parsing from the boundary to the middle of the interval.
For other higher degrees (odd or even), we are not aware of the existence of explicit rules, and therefore a numerical solver is required. However, to initialize the minimum number of nodes such that the solver finds a global minimum is challenging. Since the problem is highly non-linear, in general, an arbitrary initial guess usually leads the solver a local minimum. To avoid such a scenario, we have proposed a methodology that uses continuity arguments and transfers optimal rules from one space (source) to another (target) by continuously modifying the knot vector [6] . In such a setting, the optimal rule is thought of as a root of a particular polynomial system, and the optimal rule from the previous iteration serves as an initial guess for the updated (modified) spline space. We showed that the right homotopic setting admits situations where the source and target rules require different numbers of optimal nodes, and derived optimal rules for several odd-degree spaces of various continuities [5] .
In this paper, we extend our recent results on optimal quadrature rules to derive optimal rules for spaces of even degrees. We show that, using two-element optimal quadrature blocks, one can build an appropriate source space and set up the homotopy continuation to derive optimal rules for appropriate target spaces.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the particular class of spline spaces for which the optimal rules are derived. Section 3 summarizes a few basic properties of spline spaces and shows possible continuous transformations between them. In Section 4, we recall how the homotopy continuation is applied to derive new optimal quadrature rules. Section 5 shows the results of the derived optimal rules, discusses their validity, and points the connection to their asymptotic counterparts. The paper is concluded by discussing our observations and future research directions in Section 6.
Spline spaces appearing in Galerkin discretizations
When solving elliptic partial differential equations using weighted-residual methods such as finite elements and isogeometric analysis, one builds Grammian (mass) and stiffness matrices by computing the L 2 scalar products of the l-th derivatives of the basis functions. Considering the original spline space of degree p and continuity k, S p,k , the mass matrix contains elements from S 2p,k . The stiffness matrix, depending on the order l of the differential operator, contains elements from S 2(p−l),k−l . The hierarchy of spline spaces is shown in Fig. 1 . Even though one could use different quadrature rules for each of these spaces, common practice is to minimize the computational cost and simplify implementation by using one rule that integrates exactly elements from both spaces [11] . The minimum spline space that contains both of them is S 2p,k−l and therefore we focus on this category of spaces of degree d := 2p and continuity c := k − l for various p, k, and l, and derive optimal quadrature rules for them. To the best of our knowledge, there are no optimal rules derived for S 2p,k−l , p > 1.
Remark 1. In 2D and 3D, other intermediate products need to be integrated, but these still belong to S 2p,k−l . Thus, these are not discussed further.
Figure 1: A hierarchy of spline spaces used when building mass and stiffness matrices. Left: the original spline space of degree p and continuity k is being differentiated l-times. Right: the corresponding spline spaces that contain scalar products are shown.
Example 2.1. Let p = 3, k = 2, l = 1, then we have
The inclusion relations follow directly from the fact that the corresponding knot vectors are nested [12] . In the context of finite elements in 1D, the elements of the mass matrix belong to a (6, 2)-space while the scalar products that fill the stiffness matrix belong to a (4, 1)-space. Thus, we seek the smallest spline space that contains both (6, 2) and (4, 1), i.e, (d, c) = (6, 1).
Continuous transformations between spline spaces
Consider a spline space defined above a knot vector
which, for the sake of simplicity, we split X N := (x, m) into the domain partition x, x ∈ R N , and the vector of multiplicities m, m ∈ N N , and write
We further recall 1
, and d is even. We denote by π d a space of polynomials of degree at most d and define the spline space associated to X N as
Our goal is to derive a Gaussian rule for this target space S N,d
x,m . To do so, we define an associated source space for which the optimal rule is known. Consider a source knot vector
Figure 2: A part of the source spline space of degree six over four elements is generated from two basic blocks, each of them consisting of two elements. The blocks meet with C −1 -continuity at x k−1 , while the continuity inside the blocks is C 1 ( x k−2 and x k have multiplicity five).
and using analogous notation to (5), i.e., X n := ( x, m), we obtain
where x is an arbitrary (uniform or non-uniform) partition and m are the corresponding multiplicities. We define the source spline space as
Our aim is to continuously transform S n,d
x, m into S N,d
x,m over [a, b], controlling the transformation by a continuous knot transformation
As an example, consider a source space that consists of n/2 two-element blocks with C 1 -continuity inside the block and C −1 -continuity at the blocks' boundary. For this particular type of source space S n,d
x, m , we generate the basis
where [.]f stands for the divided difference, u + = max(u, 0) is the truncated power function, and k = 1, . . . , n/2. An example of a source space is shown in Fig. 2 . We work with non-normalized basis and therefore
where I[f ] stands for the integral of f over the interval [a, b] , see e.g. [13] . We build our source space S n,d
x, m for which an optimal quadrature rule is known. In particular, we use a union of spline spaces, building blocks. The blocks meet with C −1 continuity, and each block is provided with an optimal quadrature rule. Since these blocks have optimal quadrature rules and, due to the C −1 continuity between these blocks, the union space also has an optimal rule. We generate these spaces recursively, starting with a single block containing two elements which are connected with the desired continuity. For example, for d = 6, c = 1, n = 2, the optimal two-element rule requires six nodes as (3) becomes 7 + 1 + 5 = 12. We now detail the construction of the initial building blocks.
Two-element building blocks
The difficulty of optimal rules for even degree spaces stems from the fact that the classical polynomial Gauss quadrature for even degrees is suboptimal in the sense that m quadrature points are used for 2m − 1 basis functions. In fact, there is a whole one parameter family of Gaussian rules. Using such a rule as our source rule, the sub-optimality grows with the number of elements and, therefore, starting the homotopy continuation algorithm with a highly suboptimal initial rule would require vanishing too many nodes from the system. Remark 2. An alternative to a one parameter family of Gauss rules for even degree polynomials is to select a node location a priori to make the polynomial system well-constrained. In particular, Gauss-Radau rules [14] choose one of the endpoints as a node.
Depending on the dimension of the space, we build a two-element source space provided with a Gauss rule (even dimension) or Gauss-Radau (odd). As an example, consider d = 6, c = 1, n = 2, see Fig. 3 . To derive the optimal rule for this particular spline space, we build the corresponding algebraic system which represents the constraint that the quadrature must integrate exactly the basis of the space. The dimension of the spline space is twelve, however, due to symmetry, the polynomial system to solve is 6 × 6
where the source quadrature rule Q (linear operator) is expressed in terms of is of dimension 12. Due to the C 1 continuity at x 1 , two basis functions span both elements (red). The optimal quadrature rule requires six quadrature points (green dots) and is computed, due to symmetry, from the system (14) .
and using computer algebra, the sequential factorization yields a univariate polynomial
which is solved numerically. There are five real roots in [0, 1], two of them being false positive answers. The reason for that is that symbolic factorization is based on resultant computation, and this may introduce artificial roots (false positives of the initial system). Finally we obtain τ 1 = 0.21132486540518711775, ω 1 = 0.23004836288935413032 τ 2 = 0.42759570120004222829, ω 2 = 0.40614522687566702979 τ 3 = 0.82792440129801198117, ω 3 = 0.36380641023497883991 (16) which determines the optimal quadrature rule for the two-element block.
Depending on the parity of dimension of the spline space, the corresponding type of the optimal initial block rule (Gauss or Gauss-Radau) is chosen, see Table 1 . 
Gaussian quadrature via homotopy continuation
In this section, we derive optimal quadrature rules for spline spaces with various polynomial degrees and continuities. We use homotopy continuation as recently introduced in [6] and refer the reader to that work for a more detailed description of the methodology. For the sake of convenience, however, we recall the main ideas used in the framework.
Gaussian quadrature
We consider a source space S n,d
x, m over n elements with an optimal quadrature formula
and consider S n,d
x, m as a union of two (or more) spline spaces (elementary blocks) connected with C −1 -continuity such that each block is provided with an optimal rule.
Consider the target space S N,d
x,m and let r be an even dimension difference between the source and the target spaces. Then, according to [20] , there exists an optimal target rule
The source and the target rules do not require the same number of optimal quadrature points and the transition of the rule is still possible, we refer the reader to [5, Section 4] . The proposed methodology, see [6] , traces the quadrature rule, as the source space is transformed into the target space by continuously modifying the knot vector, via (10) . The quadrature rule, Q, represented by its nodes and weights, is a function of time t, t ∈ [0, 1]. If no ambiguity is imminent, we omit the time parameter and write τ i instead of τ i (t). The source rule is Q = Q(0) and the target rule we wish to derive is Q = Q(1). 
Homotopy continuation
Polynomial homotopy continuation is a numerical scheme commonly used to solve polynomial systems of equations [30, 31] . Given a polynomial system F(x) = 0 that we want to solve, the method uses the known roots of a simpler polynomial system (source) F(x) = 0 which is continuously transformed into the desired (target) solution. We can therefore write
that at t = 0 is the system whose roots we know, and at t = 1 is the target system we aim to solve. We recommend the reader the book [30] for a detailed explanation of polynomial homotopy continuation.
In the context of optimal quadrature rules for splines, the homotopic setting is adapted as follows: the quadrature rule Q (the nodes and weights) is considered as a point in high-dimensional space
Our source 2m × 2m polynomial system F(x, 0) = 0 expresses that the source rule Q, as stated in equation (17), exactly integrates the source basis
and the source root r that solves (20) is the union of the optimal rules acting on each particular building block (a subspace of S).
At every instant, a certain domain Ω ∈ R 2m bounds the root. For the source domain Ω ⊂ R 2m we know the element (knot span) of every node. For example, for the rule shown in Fig. 3 we have
(21) For the weights we use (a rough) range [0, b − a]. Combined together, the source domain is
As the source space continuously evolves to the target one, the system F(x, t) = 0 continuously changes too, and so does Ω(t). The root r(0) of F(x, 0) = 0 is numerically traced and the root r(1) of F(x, 1) = 0 is returned. We refer the reader to [6] for a detailed description of this numerical tracing. In our setup, the knots move towards the right boundary b. In the case of Gauss type rules (see Fig. 4 , and since x j is being moved to b, D 2m looses its support over [a, b] . Consequently, the last two equations of the system become ill-posed (0 = 0) in the limit, and must be removed from the system. In our implementation, the numerical threshold was set ε = I[D 2m ] = 10 −3 . In the case of Gauss-Radau rules we proceed as follows. To keep the argument simple, let us assume the target space is symmetric with respect to the middle of the interval. The dimension of the system is odd and therefore we have one degree of freedom to choose either a node or a weight. We require one node to reach a predefined position, the middle of the interval. The limit algebraic system is built accordingly by setting τ m+1 
Building the source space
We build the source spaces recursively by merging two spline spaces in C −1 -fashion, each of these spaces has an optimal rule, see Fig. 4 . We use the source space with a known optimal rule to apply homotopy continuation can be applied to transform the source space and to derive the optimal rule for the target space. In the first iteration, the spline spaces being merged are the elementary building blocks, see also Section 3.1. In the next iteration, the spline spaces with the computed optimal rules are used to build the source space.
To simplify the arguments, we concentrate on target spaces with uniform continuities, that is, the open end knot vector of multiplicities is
where c is the desired continuity between elements. Let N , d, and c be given. In the zero-th iteration, we use building blocks consisting of two elements as explained in Section 3.1, and build the source space from them. We derive the target optimal rule by applying the homotopy continuation, see 5 ) and sixteen (see Fig. 6 top) elements.
Remark 3. Our approach described in this section is a one particular choice of the homotopic setup. One can use different source rules and different knot transformations to derive the same target rule, see [6, Section 5] . We recall the metaphor of the homotopic evolution of a quadrature rule as a curve in R 2m connecting two points (the source and target rules). Using this metaphor, one can reach the target point using various paths starting from one, or several . This is achieved by solving two coupled algebraic systems (24) and (25) . The nine unknowns are the four nodes and weights, τ 1 , . . . , ω 4 , and the weight ω 5 .
different, source points. Since our objective was to derive the actual rules with a very high precision which we achieved, we did not experiment with different source points nor paths. The knot transformation between two neighboring knot vectors was set uniformly. Such a setting is not optimal, considering the curvature of the path. The number of tracing steps was set by default #steps = 200, and one can ask questions like what is the minimum number of steps needed or how to set the step-size adaptively (e.g., by setting large tracing steps in regions where the curve is straight, while finer step-size should be set in neighborhoods where the path is highly curved). That kind of analysis goes beyond the scope of the current paper.
Numerical examples of derived Gaussian rules

Optimal quadrature rules for
In this case, the original spline space is quadratic and C 1 -continuous, i.e., p = 2 and k = 1 in Section 2. For d = 4, c = 0, the spline space with an arbitrary number of elements is of odd dimension and, therefore, we aim at quadrature rules of Gauss-Radau type, requiring one node to be a boundary point or a pre-selected interior point.
We initialize the homotopic setting by two Gauss-Radau initial blocks, each of them acting over two elements, see Fig. 5 . The spline space is built above a normalized uniform knot vector x = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) with the vector of multiplicities m = (5, 4, 5, 4, 5) , that is, the continuities between the elements are in turn C 0 , C −1 and C 0 . The dimension of the whole space is 18, but due to symmetry, we can consider only half of the space because of the discontinuity between the blocks.
The rule is computed by solving two coupled algebraic systems
and
where ρ is the residuum of the quadrature rule when applied on D 5 on the first element, i.e., ρ = ω 1 τ
One needs to satisfy nine exactness constraints on the rule when applied to the basis functions. However, we split a large (9 × 9) system into two smaller ones that are coupled via the residuum term of D 5 , the only basis function that has support on both elements, see Fig. 5 . Factorizing (24) using computer algebra yields a univariate quadratic polynomial in τ 1 and we obtain
Inserting (27) into (26) we obtain the residuum
and sequentially solving (25), we get which, due to symmetry, completes the optimal rule for the considered space.
With this four-element optimal quadrature rule as an elementary quadrature block, we enter the homotopy continuation recursion, see Section 4.3, and derive optimal rules for spaces with various numbers of elements. In the simplest setup when the target rule is used as a half of the source rule in the next iteration, one generates Gauss-Radau rules over N = 4 · 2 i , elements in the i-th iteration. The results of the second iteration of this homotopic setup are shown in Fig. 6 top, where the Gauss-Radau type rule over 16 uniform elements is derived. However, one can combine the rules from different levels of recursion, as well as the classical Gauss-Radau polynomial rule, to design the source space with the desired number of elements. We experimented with this approach and derived the rules with similar errors like the rule showed in Table 2 .
Remark 4. Note that the rule in Fig. 6 top is optimal for the space over N = 16 elements where all the internal knots have multiplicity four, but the middle knot has multiplicity five. Consequently, such a rule is also exact for the contained space with all interior knots of multiplicity four (our desired space with C 0 -continuity at all knots). Due to the multiplicity (five) of the middle knot, however, one can also interpret the derived rule as two Gauss-Radau rules over N = 8 elements merged in C −1 fashion.
As N → ∞, the rule converges to its asymptotic counterpart, an analogy of the midpoint rule of Hughes et al. [16] . The asymptotic rule for this space is computed from 
which define the optimal asymptotic rule
(32) Table 2 shows the rule derived by our algorithm for N = 32 and we observe convergence to the asymptotic rule. The first ten nodes and weights differ from the asymptotic values. The optimal rule at hand for N > 32 consists of the ten-elements quadrature block from Table 2 (lines 1 to 20) and the analytic asymptotic rule with nodes and weights (31) .
The error of the rule Q is expressed in terms of the Euclidean norm of the vector of the residues of the system (20) , normalized by the dimension of the system #el. 
Optimal rules for
For this space, the dimension is even for an arbitrary even number of elements and therefore admits an optimal rule without forcing additional constraints, in contrast to Section 5.1. We initialize the homotopic setup by the optimal rule for a two-element building block (N = 2), see (16) and Fig. 3 . The homotopic process deriving the optimal rule from two building blocks (N = 4) is shown in Fig. 4 . Further, we proceed recursively as described in Section 4.3.
The rule for N = 16 is shown in Fig. 7 and we again observe fast convergence to the asymptotic counterpart (N = ∞). The asymptotic rule requires five nodes every two elements and the layout of the nodes is shown in Fig. 7 bottom. The asymptotic rule is computed from
that expresses exactness of the rule when applied to four consecutive basis functions, three having support on only one element whilst the fourth one spans two. which is the exactness of the rule when applied to a constant function. The algebraic factorization of (34) gives 52 − 364d 1 + 905d
which, due to a quartic degree only, admits a closed-form formula for the asymptotic nodes and weights (37) Finally, the asymptotic rule for an infinite uniform knot vector with the elements of size h is formalized as
which is exact and optimal over the real line. The convergence of the rules over finite domains derived via homotopy continuation is shown in Table 3 . For N = 16, only the nodes and weights on the first five boundary elements differ from the asymptotic values (37). Thus the optimal rule for finite domains is therefore a combination of the nodes and weights on the first five boundary elements (lines 1 to 13 in Table 3 ) and the asymptotic rule (38) for all the intermediate elements.
We emphasize here that our optimal rules require (asymptotically when N is large) only 2.5 nodes per element in contrast to 4 nodes required by classical polynomial Gauss rule. This reduction might not be that significant in one variable, however, for 3D problems when tensor product rules are used the reduction ratio is already ( 3 . = 24%. While the uniform knot sequences converge to the asymptotic counterparts and therefore only several boundary nodes and weights differ from the regular pattern, this simple behavior is no longer available for general knot sequences. The homotopic concept, however, is well suited especially for non-uniform spline spaces. An example of a Gaussian rule for such a space is shown in Fig. 8 and the nodes and weights are listed in Table 4 . The C 1 -continuous sixtic spline space spans eight elements and the knot distribution is denser closer to the left boundary. For applications like boundary layer flows [3, 8, 22] where a finer mesh resolution is typically needed close to one boundary, our homotopic approach offers a tool to derive optimal rules for these non-uniform spaces.
Conclusion
We derive optimal (Gaussian) quadrature rules for spline spaces frequently appearing in Galerkin discretizations where the original spaces are C 1 quadratics or C 2 cubics. The rules are optimal, that is, they require the minimum possible quadrature points, and are exact over finite intervals with uniformly distributed elements. We have numerically shown that the presented rules quickly converge to their asymptotic counterparts, as the nodes and weights on only few boundary elements differ from the repetitive asymptotic pattern. Due to the analytical Table 4 .
nature of the asymptotic rules, we believe our rules can be easily incorporated to IGA software libraries like PetIGA [11, 24] , as only few boundary data must be read from a look-up table.
Moreover, all the derived rules possess positive weights which make them a convenient choice from the point of view of numerical stability, e.g., when compared to [2] where some weights are close to zero and are negative. We have also shown that the homotopic concept is not limited to uniform knot spans and the rules can be adapted to non-uniform spacing. Table 4 : Gaussian quadrature rule for a non-uniform spline space, d = 6, c = 1, with N = 8 elements over [0, N ] shown in Fig. 8 . The dimension of the space is 42 and therefore the optimal rule requires 21 nodes.
